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Resonant generation of difference harmonics due to intersubband transitions
in a biased superlattice
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The difference harmonic susceptibility due to intersubband transitions in a superlattice subjected to uniform
electric field is calculated. The transitions between uncoupled ground states and tunnel-coupled excited states
are considered in the framework of the effective mass approximation. The spectral dependencies of the sus-
ceptibility and modification of the nonlinear response with variation of the applied voltage are presented. The
efficiency of transformation of the double-frequency near-IR pump into THz radiation is also discussed and the
enhancement of transformation due to the THz waveguide effect has been found.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The examination of nonlinear response due to inters
band transitions in various semiconductor heterostructu
has been intensively carried out over the past decade.
giant second-order response appears in nonsymmetric
erostructures both due to the big dipole matrix elements
the confined electrons and to possibility for realization
double resonance conditions. The frequency doubling p
cess at mid-IR wavelengths was reported for QW under
electric field1 and asymmetric QWs.2 The cases of transition
in the valence band3 and in the self-assembled quantum do4

were also examined. Recently, the difference-harmonic g
eration has been investigated both due to intersubband~see
experimental data and theoretical calculations in Refs. 5
6, respectively!, and interband transitions.7 To the best of our
knowledge, the difference-harmonic generation due to in
subband transitions in a superlattice subjected to unifo
electric field~biased superlattice, BSL! has not yet been con
sidered. We have examined this variant of nonlinear respo
for BSL with tunnel uncoupled ground states and wea
coupled excited states described in the tight-binding appr
mation. The efficiency of the down-conversion process un
consideration is also discussed for the case of BSL place
the center of the resonator for THz radiation.

The energy band diagram of BSL being pumped by t
beams with photon energies\v1 ,\v2 and the scheme o
excitation of BSL subjected in the waveguide to reson
frequencies corresponding to the difference-harmonic
quency are shown in Fig. 1. The difference-harmonic susc
tibility was calculated under double resonant conditions a
the induced nonlinear polarization appear to be orien
along the SL growth direction. Both spectral and bias-volta
dependencies of the susceptibility occur as sharp nonm
tonic functions of the difference between the energies
pumping photons and the level-splitting energy. This ene
is equal to the Bloch energy,« f5ueuF'l , which determines a
discrete set of equidistant levels in the BSL with the periol
~the Wannie-Stark ladder under a homogeneous electric
F').8
0163-1829/2002/66~8!/085302~6!/$20.00 66 0853
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Thus, we consider the down-conversion transformation
a two-color mid-IR pump into the THz signal. An enhanc
ment of the above-described transformation due to the T
waveguide effect is also discussed.9 The THz resonator can
be formed by the heavy-doped top and back gates, which
transparent for the mid-IR pump and which reflect the T
radiation@see Fig. 1~b!#, or by the top and bottom metallic
mirrors. The efficiency of transformation is estimated bas
on the electrodynamical description of such ideal resona
with the BSL placed in the center of the structure and w
the model of energy losses introduced through the comp
dielectric permittivity inside the THz waveguide.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we evalu
the third-order susceptibility of electrons using the tigh
binding excited states and the uncoupled ground states
spectral and gate-voltage dependencies are also prese
The numerical results for efficiency of down-conversi
transformation based on the electrodynamical considera
of the THz waveguide is performed in Sec. III. In concl
sion, we discuss the assumptions used in the paper, as w
the possibility of using superlattices for THz generation.

II. NONLINEAR SUSCEPTIBILITY

The calculations below are based on the one-particle
scription of electron states in BSL. The general express
for the nonlinear susceptibility tensor of the third-orde
xabg , which describes the generation of the difference h
monic, is written below on the basis of the eigenstates pr
lem ĥun&5«nun&. Here ĥ is the effective mass Hamiltonia
for BSL ~see Refs. 8 and 10!, un& and«n are the eigenstate
vector and the energy in SL under a uniform electric fie
respectively. Consideration of the second order respons
perturbation (ie/v1,2)E1,2• v̂, whereE1,2 are the strengths o
electric field of the first and the second beams andv̂ is ve-
locity operator, gives us the susceptibility tenso
xabg(v1 ,v2), in the form~see Refs. 11 and 7!
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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xabg~v1 ,v2!5
i2e3

Dvv1v2L3 (
nn8n9

~ f n2 f n8!

3H Qab~n,n8,n9!
^n8uv̂gun&

«n8n1\v22 ig

1Qag~n,n8,n9!
^n8uv̂bun&

«n8n2\v12 ig
J . ~1!

Here, Dv5v12v2 is the difference frequency (Dv

.0),^n8uv̂aun& is the velocity matrix element,a,b,g are the

FIG. 1. The energy diagram of BSL under resonant tw
frequency pump~a! and a geometry of the THz waveguide wi
excitation scheme~b!.
08530
Cartesian coordinate indices, andL3 is the normalization
volume. Besides the summations overn,n8 and n9 include
all the BSL states and«n8n[«n82«n . The Dv-depending
factor,Qab , has the form:

Qab~n,n8,n9!5
^nuv̂aun9&^n9uv̂bun8&

«n9n2\Dv2 ig

2
^nuv̂bun9&^n9uv̂aun8&

«n8n92\Dv2 ig
, ~2!

where the transition broadening,g, is a phenomenologica
parameter which is supposed to be independent of the q
tum numbers, i.e., the broadening is the same for all tra
tions.

The wave function for the tunnel-uncoupled ground sta
~labeled 1 below! is written aswz2sl

(1) , wherewz
(1) is the or-

bital of the ground state in the quantum well centered az
50 and s50,61,62 . . . . Theindex s means as well the
number of the quantum level for the case of tunn
uncoupled ground states and the energy ofsth level is writ-
ten as«s5s« f . Taking into account the in-plane kinetic en
ergy of electrons, we write the dispersion law in the for
«sp5s« f1«p with «p5p2/2m, where p is the 2D-
momentum andm is the electron effective mass. The wav
function for the weakly-coupled excited states~labeled 2 be-
low! is written as a superposition of the orbital
( rC r

(q)wz2rl
(2) . Here r 50,61,62 . . . ,wz

(2) is the orbital of
the excited electron state in the quantum well centeredz
50, andq are the quantum numbers of the excited sta
under consideration. The column-vectorC (q) is determined
by the matrix eigenvalue problem, and the wave function
written as~see Ref. 7,8 for details!

Nq(
r

Jq2r~2T/« f !wz2rl
(2) , ~3!

where Jr(x) is the Bessel function,T is the tunnel matrix
element for the weakly-coupled states in the adjacent qu
tum wells, andNq is the normalization factor~sinceNq

2.1
for the weak interwell tunneling case this factor is omitt
below!. The dispersion law for the excited states is given
«qp5«211q« f1«p , whereq50,61,62, . . . and«21 is the
interlevel energy in a single QW.

The nonzero matrix elements of transverse velocity
tween excited statesq andq8 are given by

^quv̂zuq8&52 i
Tl

\
~q2q8!d uq2q8u,1 , ~4!

while the matrix elements between the ground and exc
states (s andq, respectively! are

^quv̂zus&52^suv̂zuq&. i
«21Z21

\
Jq2s~2T/« f !. ~5!

Here Z21[*dzzwz
(2)wz

(1) is the interwell matrix element o
coordinate. Since the problem is translation-invariant alo
the 2D-plane, thezzz-component of susceptibility tensor i

-

2-2
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nonzero only. Using the double resonant condition, for
pump frequencies close to the interlevel energy dista
(\v1,2'«21), and taking into account the matrix elements
the transverse velocity Eqs.~4! and ~5!, we transform Eqs.
~1!, ~2! into

xzzz~v1 ,v2!.
ueu3«21

2 Z21
2 T

\3Dvv1v2

nel

« f2\Dv2 ig

3(
q

Jq~2T/« f !Jq21~2T/« f !

3$~\v12«212q« f1 ig!21

2~\v22«212~q21!« f2 ig!21%, ~6!

wherene is the electron concentration in BSL.
The numerical calculations of nonlinear susceptibility~6!

have been performed for GaAs/Al0.33Ga0.67As BSL with pe-
riod l 514 nm and barrier width 8.5 nm~so that the energy
distance between the ground state and excited states wi
tunnel-coupling is«21.120 meV), with the electron con
centration 7.131017 cm23 and broadening energyg sup-
posed by equal to 2 meV. For the parameters under con
eration, we obtainZ21.15 nm andT.5 meV. The spectra
dependencies for the real and imaginary parts ofxzzzand for
the absolute value of the susceptibility versus the differe
energy\Dv and versus the detuning energy, which are
troduced asd«[(\v11\v2)/22«21, are shown in Figs.
2~a!, 2~b! and 2~c!, respectively. These spectral dependen
are symmetric with respect tod«, if we neglect the factor
1/Dv in Eq. ~6!. A set of the peaks at\Dv5« f and d«
5(q11/2)« f @which correspond to\v15«211(q11)« f
and\v25«211q« f# with oscillator strengths proportional t
Jq(2T/« f)Jq11(2T/« f) has been obtained. For the wea
coupling case, the nonlinear response at the difference
monic is only found to be substantial for pump frequenc
close to«21 and«216« f .

The dependence of the absolute value ofxzzz versus the
difference energy\Dv and the Bloch energy« f is presented
in Fig. 3. The only major level-splitting peak at« f5\Dv
and some oscillations are obtained due to transformatio
the discrete energy levels into minibands under decrea
« f . As one can see from Figs. 2 and 3, the generation
difference harmonic in BSL is very sensitive to the pum
frequencies and to the biased voltage. The maximum va
of susceptibility obtained in our calculation is aboutuxmaxu
'2.431024 cm/V. This maximum susceptibility appears
be up to two orders of magnitude higher than the result
the case of interband excitation.7 This is due to decrease o
the pump quanta energy, which gives an additional fac
(«g /«21)

2 («g is the interband gap!, and due to greater con
tributions under the double resonant condition.12 The maxi-
mum susceptibility also exceeds the experimental result
the structures measured due to the absence of the wide
sive layers between the tunnel-coupled quantum wells u
in Ref. 5.
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III. EFFICIENCY OF DOWNCONVERSION

In this section we study the efficiency of transformati
of the intersubband pump into the THz signal, taking in
account the waveguide-induced enhancement of the do
conversion process. We consider two IR beams with in
dence anglesu1 andu2 (u1.u2) which excite the intersub-
band transitions in biased SL with widthd replaced into the
resonator with the dielectric permittivitye and with widthL
@see Fig. 1~b!#. The THz waveguide is formed by the dope
regionsuzu.L/2 with the plasma frequencyVp ; we suppose
Dv!Vp!v1,2 so that the structure is transparent for mid-
radiation while THz radiation is confined insideuzu,L/2. An
another possibility is to use the metallic mirrors and intr
ducing IR-pump through an oblique edge of the sample. T
THz wave is propagated along in-plane directionOX and a
transverse distribution of THz fieldEzexp(iDvt2iDkx) is de-
termined from the wave equation

F d2

dz2
2Dk21eS Dv

c D 2GEz5H 24p~Dv/c!2P' , uzu,d/2

0, uzu.d/2
~7!

with the boundary conditions:Ez56L/250. The in-plane
wave vector Dk is determined as followsDk5k1sinu1
2k2sinu2 and induced polarizationP' is expressed through
the susceptibilityxzzzaccording toP'5xzzzE1E2, whereE1
andE2 are thez-components of the electric field strengths f
first and second beams. The energy losses in the resona
introduced through a small complex addition to dielect
permittivity e5e81 i e9 at the difference frequencyDv.

Introducing k25Dk22e(Dv/c)2 and using the addi-
tional boundary conditions at biased SL~under the inequality
ukud!1) we obtain the system of ordinary differential equ
tions inside the waveguide regions:

S d2

dz2
2k2D Ez50,

d

2
,uzu,

L

2
~8!

with the four boundary conditions:

dEz

dz U
20

0

524pS Dv

c D 2E
(SL)

dzP' , Ezu20
0 50,

Ez56L/250, ~9!

where we have usedd→0. The straightforward calculation
give us the distribution of the transverse component of T
field

Ez5
Ē

cosh~kL/2! H 2sinh~k~z1L/2!!, 0.z.2L/2

sinh~k~z2L/2!!, L/2.z.0
,

~10!

where we have introduced the characteristic fieldĒ

52p(Dv/c)2 dx̄E1E2 /k.
In order to estimate the maximum efficiency of transfo

mation, we use in Eq.~9! the peak value of susceptibilityx̄,
which is realized under double-resonant conditions. T
2-3
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FIG. 2. The spectral dependencies of a real part~a! and an
imaginary part~b! of xzzzanduxzzzu ~c! versus the difference energ
\Dv and the detuning energyd«.
08530
Poynting vector for the propagated alongOX axis THz ra-
diation is given by~see Ref. 7!

Sz5
c2Dk

2pDv
uEzu2. ~11!

The total energy flow along BSL,S̄5*2`
` dzSz , is obtained

from Eqs. ~9!–~10! as follows ~this value is measured in
W/cm while the Poynting vectors of pump beams,S1,2 are
measured in W/cm2)

S̄5
c2Dk

2pDvE dzuEzu25
c2Dk

2pDv

uĒu2

k8
F~kL !, ~12!

where dimensionless functionF(kL) is written as

F~kL !5
sinh~k8L !2~k8/k9!sin~k9L !

cosh~k8L !1cos~k9L !
, ~13!

and we have used the complex factork81 ik9
[ADk22e(Dv/c)2. The function~13! versusk8L andk9L
is shown in Fig. 4. Ifk8L@1, the functionF(kL) is re-
placed by unity. The simplified expression forF(kL) is ob-
tained for the case of high-quality resonator,
Ae8(Dv/c)22Dk2[k̃@Ae9Dv/c. Under this inequality
k8.2e9(Dv/c)2/2k̃ and Eq.~13! is transformed into

F~kL !.
k8

k̃

k̃L2sin~ k̃L !

2 cos2~ k̃L/2!1~k8!2/2
. ~14!

As a result, the maximal value of the energy flow, under
resonant conditionk̃L/25pn with n50,1, . . . , is deter-
mined by

Smax5
c2Dk

2pDv

uĒu2

k82L
an ~15!

with an5(2pn21)/2pn.

FIG. 3. The spectral dependence ofuxzzzu versus the difference
energy\Dv and the Bloch energy« f .
2-4
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The output signal appears to be essentially dependent on
THz waveguide effect due to the modulation of spectral
pendences of susceptibility caused by the functionF(kL). In
Fig. 5~a!, we presentS̄ versus the difference energy\Dv for
the 100-period BSL with the total widthd51.431024 cm
under different« f . The incident angles,Q1 andQ2 are cho-
sen as 15° and 10°, respectively. These spectral depen
cies are plotted for the same BSL parameters as in Sec
\(v11v2)/2.125 meV, and the pump powersS1,2 are
equal 1.7 kW/cm2. The width of resonator is chosen asL
526.7 mm, while the dielectric losses were determined
the ratioe9/e8'0.03. The presented results demonstrate
essential@more than one order of magnitude; see, the dott
dashed curve forL→` in Fig. 5~a!# enhancement of outpu
power due to the THz waveguide effect under the reson
condition\Dv.« f . In addition, Fig. 5~b! shows an essen
tial sensitivity of the output power on parameters used
the case of wide resonator withL5400 mm. The maximal
output energy flow appears to be up to 0.12 W/cm under
optimal conditions.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have obtained and analyzed the dif
ence harmonic susceptibility due to intersubband transiti
in the biased superlattice. Both the double-resonant enha
ment of the susceptibility and the THz waveguide enhan
ment of the down-conversion process were considered.
typical values of the susceptibility is substantially high
than for the other mechanisms reported in Refs. 5–7 and
efficiency of transformation increases substantially arou
the resonances of THz waveguide. As a result the output T
signal appears to be noticeable both due to an inten
mid-IR pump from the CO2 laser and due to enhancement
the efficiency of down-conversion in a high-quality reson
tor. Note, that the similar enhancement of the dow

FIG. 4. The functionF(kL) of Eq. ~13! versus real partk8L
and imaginary partk9L of an argumentkL.
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conversion process due to the THz waveguide effect is p
sible for the case of the interband pump considered in Re

Let us discuss the main assumptions used in the calc
tions. Both the effective mass approximation under the
scription of the energy spectrum and of the matrix eleme
~4!, ~5! as well as the phenomenological consideration of
broadening with the characteristic energyg, which is the
same for all transitions under consideration, are gener
accepted. We consider the ground states as uncoupled
cause the corresponding tunnel matrix element is ab
1 meV for the BSL parameters used in Sec. II. The rest
tions of the tight-binding approach for consideration of t
excited electron states are also well known8 and errors are
small in the case under consideration. We can also neglec
the electron-electron effects on the intersubband transitio
if the broadening energyg>2 meV. According to Ref. 13,

FIG. 5. The spectral dependence of the output power,S̄, versus
the difference energy\Dv at different Bloch energies« f for two
THz waveguide widths: 26.7mm ~a!; 400 mm ~b!.
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the splitting of intersubband transitions in BSL due to a no
local exchange interaction is possible ifg<1 meV and
more complicated consideration should be pursued for
case. Thus, except of the high-mobility BSL, the above lis
approximations do not change typical the character of sp
tral and electric field dependencies for the susceptibility
der consideration. Next, we have used the simplified T
resonator model with complex dielectric permittivity an
ideal boundary condition atz56L/2. The ratio,e9/e853
31022, we used, overestimates the phonon contributions
damping14 but this value is used to include other possib
damping mechanisms such as:~a! mirror losses due to elec
r.

e

r-
r

z

,
a

s

l
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tron absorption;~b! elastic scattering of modes caused by t
geometrical imperfection of the structure; and~c! losses in
the active region due to the absorption of electrons in BSL
special consideration of these processes is necessary
more precise description of the THz waveguide enhancem
effect.

In conclusion, we believe that the presented results h
demonstrated that the BSL in the THz waveguide is a pro
ising structure for efficient down-conversion of two-colo
mid-IR pump from CO2 laser into THz radiation, and it is
substantially more efficient than earlier suggest
schemes.5–7
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B
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